The mission of the NEM Foundation is to promote, protect, and advance the NEM Blockchain platform by supporting and facilitating a diverse and International NEM community and ecosystem.
ABOUT NEM

THE SMART ASSET BLOCKCHAIN

It’s more than a cryptocurrency. NEM is for companies that want a blockchain solution that’s ready to use, handles most data needs, is secure, fast, and compatible with current systems. You don’t need a team of specialized programmers for NEM.

Adapting existing company networks to work with other blockchains has proven difficult. But NEM is an API-driven enterprise grade system, so there’s no need to retool any existing company networks.

NEM’s cryptocurrency is called XEM, and it’s ranked in the top 10 worldwide by market cap. Investing.com named XEM the best-performing cryptocurrency of 2017 among those with market caps of $1Billion or more.

WHY CHOOSE US?

OUR PLATFORM

Most other systems are modifications of older blockchains. But NEM’s developers built 100% new code. They designed it around crucial enterprise features, called Smart Assets. The Smart Asset system is configurable to manage almost any business data, such as financial instruments, voting records, shipping records, legal documents, video game items, and many more. You can even create your own cryptocurrency or utility token with no programming required.

OUR PARTNERS

Many businesses have already adopted NEM, and are using it in real world applications for identity verification, copyright registration, property title management, supply chain tracking, crowdfunding, payment processing, and stock trading. COMSA, an ICO service provider built on NEM, raised over $90 million in funding.

“NEM IS A FULL-FEATURED ENTERPRISE SOLUTION PLATFORM THAT LEVERAGES THE POWER OF BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY. IT DIFFERS FROM THE REST IN THAT IT IS SIMPLE TO DEVELOP ON, FOR ANY SOLUTION, OUT-OF-THE-BOX.”
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